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Dear Friends and Sponsors around the world, 

we hope your Christmas season brought you as much joy as ours 

brought our children and all our team. 

Our resident family received an invitation to entertain the students at 

Paul Dubrule Hotel School for their end-of-semester party and, despite 

several breaking voices, we sang lustily and got everyone helping us 

with Rudolf and his antlers! The party tea was, as always, out-of-this-

world, and was enjoyed to the full. We even brought boxes of goodies 

home with us to enjoy later, and each child received a wrapped gift 

from under the tree. This was very special, and they were all thrilled 

with the Khmer story and colouring books, the crayons and other 

surprises.  

Our Big Christmas Parties were held on 20th December, with 3 to 5 

year-olds coming in the morning and the older children in the 

afternoon. Well over 400 children attended in all, and great fun was 

had, chopped pork baguettes and sticky rice cake wrapped in banana 

leaves and soft drinks were consumed in quantities, and the resident 

family and older village children danced until bed time.  

 

 
Waiting at the gate for team colours. Everyone came early to play and 

then trooped back outside for Opening Time. 
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We had a simply wonderful band of helpers, with 36 Khmer CRST plus 

ten western volunteers, as well as our own Khmer staff. Thai, our 

second-year student at Paul Dubrule, where he is doing well and is very 

happy, came to help us, and will come again for the staff party, which 

will be held on New Year’s Eve, as International New Year’s Day is 

now a public holiday. Thai is working and gaining valuable experience 

every Saturday with our Big Friend Tyler, who owns Belmiro's in town. 

The Sunday following Christmas saw us watching a Christmas film 

from Ireland, after which we visited our Spirit House with incense 

sticks, and had our gift ceremony, followed by a special tea with 

chocolate cake. Then the family surprised Sue, (known as Mother, a 

title given to her by the children as they began to learn English). She 

was led with her eyes closed, to another room which had been 

decorated in the morning with balloons, and a cake was produced and 

gifts. What a wonderful family.  

You should have heard the noise as they demolished the balloons 

strung and stuck all over the walls – and ceiling! After eating their rice 

(nothing separates a Cambodian from his/her rice for long, or 

withdrawal symptoms quickly appear!) everyone piled on the hired bus 

for a trip into town to enjoy frozen yoghurt at Project-Y, thanks to a 

very kind invitation from CRST (Project-Y is a CRST initiative) and 

then to ride round town to see the Christmas lights, which get bigger 

and more elaborate every year. 

Waiting patiently for Opening Time! 
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Our resident family now numbers only 17, and most of the children are 

young people in their teens. There are four families, one of five, two of 

three and one of two siblings. When we remember that there was a 

time when the family was 53 children strong, it seems very much 

smaller now, and on the whole the reintegration project has been very 

successful. We monitor each child and step up the visits if the family is 

going through a difficult patch. 

 

 

Our four Khmer pre-KG classes are going well, and the teachers and 

helpers have received wonderful workshops from a qualified teacher 

over the past two months. Now we are taking one aspect of new 

learning each week and beginning to put the training into practice. 

Much of this training is also very useful for the six classes of five and 

six-year-olds who are learning English. 

 

 

The Cambodian government has recently, very rightly, raised teachers’ 

salaries, and we are struggling to keep up. We said goodbye to Hen, our 

wonderful Head of Education, and also to Mon, an English teacher and 

Siva, who led computer studies. We shall not be replacing them until 

our funding is sufficient to pay a good salary to our key staff members. 

Sue is taking over from Hen, with Chhunly’s help when interpretation 

is needed with family visits etc.  

Our western volunteers are now teaching English and computers rather 

than assisting, and our CRST volunteers are both teaching Grade 

Khmer, assisting in Khmer KG and leading play activities in our 

playroom.  We could no longer run our school without them, and we 

thank each one of them so much for their daily work and support, 

which gives over 300 local children the opportunity to learn Khmer and 

English languages, pre-KG curriculum and computer studies. 

This young man was a star at balancing the beanbag, surprising a lot of older 

competitors! 

Balloon games are always fun 
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One 15 year-old is very happy at a morning class on motorcycle 

maintenance offered free of charge by Together 4 Cambodia, whilst he 

continues at government school for the afternoon shift. Our scholars 

who study in town at Sovannaphumi School in the morning go to free 

extra classes at Lotus World, where each can study his/her own grade 

for maths, English, physics and chemistry. We do thank our fellow 

NGOs for their help and support with our children’s education and 

future careers.  

One of the teenagers asked me the other day, “Are you happy, 

Mother?” I found myself replying, truthfully and without thinking, 

“Yes, I’m always happy when I’m with all of you. If I want to feel 

happy, I come to Honour Village.” Honour Village is a happy place, 

without doubt.  

The combination of the children and the staff who have grown to love 

each of them, the village children coming to play and learn and the 

commitment of volunteers both local and foreign to enable learning in 

a safe and loving setting has proved a good mix of human endeavour 

and generosity. Cambodia has had so much tragedy in its recent past, 

but its people are very special, and it is my joy and privilege to find my 

home among them.  

 

 

 

 

 

Fun at Project-Y 

Taking part in the talent show. 
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We thank you, our supporters, for your continued interest and help. 

Those of you who remember our road as it used to be would be 

amazed at the changes the last five years have brought. Soon we shall 

be in suburbia, among some very distinguished homes and hotels as 

well as a growing number of family apartment rooms attracting rents of 

$70 a month. But, for the people who live in the villages of our 

commune, off the new metalled road, life is much the same as it ever 

was, and is still very hard for many families.  

The new surroundings will not mean that our work is done. There will 

still be families without either wells or toilets, and whose homes are in 

need of repair or renewal. Added expectations and accountability have 

not accompanied the rise in teachers’ salaries, and there are now many 

“contract teachers” in schools who have not so far been trained, other 

than for five half days at the beginning of term. Cambodia still faces 

many difficulties, and the future for the vast majority of the population 

who are under 22 years old is a great challenge for each young person 

hoping to find his/her own place in a rapidly changing society. 

 

We ask that, if you know anyone who may be 

interested to help us with our work of offering 

communities opportunities for change through 

education, you would pass on this newsletter together 

with our website address and commend our work to 

your friends and colleagues. 

 

With every good wish for a happy, peaceful and prosperous 2016, 

 

 Sue Wiggans, Founder Director: sue@honourvillagecambodia.org 

 Chhunly Tiev, Country Director 

 Dan Taylor, UK Trustee: dan@honourvillagecambodia.org  

 

www.honourvillagecambodia.org 

facebook.com/honourvillagecambodia 
 

This young man found a novel place for his pink team tag. The mark on it 

shows he has received his baguette. The next mark will be for his soft drink, 

the third for his gift, and the final mark for his banana cake. All sorted! 

 

https://www.facebook.com/HonourVillageCambodia
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In the garden with baguettes and soda 

 

Getting ready for the party 
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A quiet moment at our Spirit House. 
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